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Customers can streamline their buying processes.

For more than 70 years, Wainbee Limited has been 
the top Canadian source for industrial solutions in 
automation, filtration, and motion and control. 
Now, it is easier than ever for customers to find and 
purchase the products they need for their 
businesses, as the company has recently launched 
a new e-commerce website.

This site offers not only a new look, but also a 
broad variety of features and solutions to meet any 
customer needs, with a huge range of brands and 
products available.

Full of B2B features that allow for easy account 
management 

Wainbee has created a platform that gives customers the ability to streamline their 
quoting or purchasing process, while also gaining access to many B2B features and 
functionalities.

Placing orders, shipment tracking, access to custom catalogues and special pricing, 
along with maintaining an organization’s entire buyers’ group, have never been 
easier! Wainbee recognized the need for the ability to manage these things from a 
customer’s perspective, but now offers it through a responsive digital platform as 
well. The intent is that a customer can receive the same service, whether they are 
online or calling into the office.

Whether you want to check the status of an order or need technical help related to a 
product or service – the live chat feature immediately connects the customer in real time 
to a Wainbee Technical Sales Representative.

Wainbee remains one of the country’s top solution providers in automation, 
filtration, and more, with more than 250 employees in coast-to-coast branches. 
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Check out the video below to get a fast overview of the new site:

To learn more, contact Wainbee.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrP1bkmzPiY&t=2s
https://www.wainbee.com/en/contact/
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